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Disons, pour fins de discussion, que le besoin d'une mCmoire vkridique est
universe1 parmi les populations humaines. Toutefois, ce que reprCsente la vCritC et
comment elle est prCservCe varie d'une Cpoque h l'autre au sein des differentes cultures;
qui plus est, perspectives et traditions diffkrentes ne coexistent pas toujours de manibre
harmonieuse. Bask sur 1'idCe que l'apoth6ose de la mkmoire consignCe dans les lois et
valeurs occidentales a souvent entrain6 la dCprCciation des traditions orales autochtones,
cet article soutient que la comprChension des processus de la tradition orale dans son
contexte juridique endCmique est essentiel pour les archivistes chargCs des manifestations matkrielles de cette activitk. L'argumentation commence par la presentation d'un
exemple, de f a ~ o ntrks sommaire, d'une mCthode orale employCe par les autochtones
pour crCer, transmettre, et prCserver des archives. Cet exercice permet de dCmontrer que
la matCrialitC n'est pas la seule diffkrence entre archives orales ou textuelles. De plus,
m&mesi des temoignages oraux sont fix& sur diffirents supports, on ne peut assumer
d'emblCe que les exigences occidentales en matibre de fiabilitk et d'authenticitk sont
appropriCes pour en &valuerla vCracitC. En consCquence, la deuxikme partie de l'article
propose qu'il y ait des Cchanges significatifs entre les dCp6ts d'archives non-autochtones
et chacune des Premibes Nations dans le but de prkserver les qualitCs essentielles des
formes matCrielles des tkmoignages oraux rendant compte de l'action mCme si cela doit
passer par le rapatriement de certaines pikces. Le respect des lois et valeurs des
communautCs autochtones est essentiel pour s'assurer que leurs archives soient prCservCes de f a ~ o n appropriCes
s
sur le plan culturel.
RESUMB

ABSTRACT It can be argued that the need for truthful memory is universal among human
populations. But precisely what constitutes truth and how it is preserved varies across
cultures and over time, and disparate perspectives and traditions do not always coexist
harmoniously. Based on the notion that the apotheosis of material-based memory by
Western laws and values has often led to a depreciation of aboriginal oral traditions, this
article contends that understanding the process of oral tradition in its endemic juridical
context is essential for archivists who handle the material manifestations of this activity.
The argument begins by describing, on a very basic level, an example of an aboriginal
method of orally creating, transmitting, and preserving records. This exercise helps to
demonstrate that materiality is not the only difference between oral and written records;
that is, even if oral accounts become affixed to various media, it cannot be assumed that
Western requirements for reliability and authenticity are appropriate to assess their
veracity. Consequently, the second part of the article proposes that, to maintain the
essential qualities of materially manifested oral evidence of action, meaningful consulta-
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tion between non-native archival institutions and individual First Nations should be
undertaken, even if it results in the repatriation of certain items. Respect for the laws and
values of aboriginal communities is critical to ensuring that their records are preserved in
culturally appropriate ways.

Introduction
Based on the contemporary Western view that objectified records are the only
agents having the capacity to perpetuate trustworthy evidence of action, archivists have tended to devalue the traditional record-keeping practices of "nonliterate" societies.' Ethnocentrism, represented by "the belief that one's own
culture represents the natural and best way to do things," making it "therefore
appropriate to evaluate other cultures on the basis of the precepts of one's
own,"2 has fostered this narrow perspective of archives. The archival profession could benefit from greater cultural relativism, a philosophy that allows one
to tolerate and be curious about cultural differences without having to surrender
one's own values. This can be achieved by recognizing that, irrespective of the
information carrier used to create, transmit, or preserve records, all societies
appear to institute controlled procedures to provide for trustworthy evidence of
action through time.
The principles of cultural relativism are evident in the archival literature and
have been applied by some Canadian archivists to their discussions of oral
traditions-that is, the intergenerational process of creating, transmitting, and
preserving essential cultural knowledge, as opposed to "oral history," a term
better used to describe the method by which aspects of an individual's lifetime
experience are gleaned by an inter~iewer.~
According to Hugh Taylor, it was
the long separation between Western record-keeping systems and their oral
precursors that led to the apotheosis of material-based records and caused the
widespread inability of contemporary archivists to address effectively the
With the statement that "[e]lectronic cornrnunicaautomated en~ironment.~
tion, especially in its interactive mode, can become a continuous discourse
without a trace, as both act and record occur simultaneously with little or no
media delay or ~urvival,"~
Taylor equated an emerging technology with a very
established oral mechanism and implored archivists to "rid [themselves] of
preconceived approaches and assumption^."^
Mary Ann Pylypchuk has applied Taylor's advice to aboriginal cultural
traditions and, in defining an oral record, has underscored the importance of
considering context in its identification:
To analyze an oral document as an archival document and a record, the principles of
archival and diplomatic science must be applied within a predominantly oral juridical
system. When an oral document has been spontaneously and organically created or
received, and used, by a creator in the course of a practical activity, and when the will to
generate the oral document, the document's intellectual formation, and its consequences
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are all foreseen by an oral society's rules, then the oral document may be considered to
fulfill the function of a record within that juridical system?
The purpose behind Pylypchuk's specificity between a record-keeping technique and its juridical milieu is starkly revealed by the assessments of aboriginal oral accounts in the various Canadian court case judgements she presents8
While the authenticity of oral records has been generally accepted, their
reliability, and hence weight as evidence, has been substantially undervalued or
completely unrecognized by judges schooled in Western juridical thought? In
other words, although aboriginal oral traditions may help to demonstrate the
abstract concept of "records" as universal, actual oral records are likely to be
presumed genuine or truthful only within their own local juridical context.1•‹
Archival science makes this last point clear: the facts that are represented in
documents made or received as a means or residue of human activity-that is,
in records-are those that are recognized by the rules considered temporally
and spatially binding by a given social group. Such facts cannot, therefore, be
necessarily or universally guaranteed by all juridical systems. Moreover, many
predetermined elements of form are required by law in order for certain
records, such as dispositive and probative instruments," to be considered
authentic and reliable evidence of action. Thus, the documentary proof used by
human groups to verify their truths should be expected to differ between
societies. For example, those conditioned within a Western juridical paradigm
recognize the differing degrees of trustworthiness that objectified records can
represent, yet they are invariably accorded more weight as evidence than their
orally maintained counterparts. European rules simply prescribe this eventuality in many cases.I2 The regulations of a different society, however, may value
other forms. Since the dominant juridical system of Canada is firmly rooted in
the Western model, the rights and privileges of First Nations-as these are
conceived by aboriginal rules-have been seriously compromised by alien
laws which devalue their oral records as proof for establishing their facts.
This article is a response to this situation and it is designed to encourage
archivists along a path toward greater understanding and tolerance of cultural
differences in order to begin to rectify, in a small way, the pervasive problem of
ethnocentrism. It applies cultural relativism and traditional archival theoryadmittedly Western constructs-to demonstrate that the creation, transmission,
and preservation of records, whether this is achieved orally or materially, are
deeply embedded in social process. Although this approach could be adopted to
emphasize the dissimilarities between European and aboriginal record-making
and record-keeping, this article explores, from a Western perspective, the
seemingly universal human necessity for truthful memory, however that "truth
may be defined in spec& social contexts.13In using this reasoning, neither the
obfuscation of significant cultural differences nor the invocation of value
judgments is intended, and this is precisely why a detailed examination of
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aboriginal oral records, including how techniques of communication might
have changed over time, is not undertaken. To elucidate the intricacies of such
a topic, if even appropriate, would require a cultural expertise that likely rests
only with members of First Nations. Consequently, for the present purposes,
the level of analysis has been limited to what could be distilled from the
ethnographic and anthropological literature, which is sufficient to address the
major aims of this article: to present, on the one hand, an example of an oral
method of creating, transmitting, and preserving records and to demonstrate,
on the other hand, why this should be important to non-native archivists who
handle their material manifestations. In short, this article is about the intersection of oral traditions with the non-native archival sphere. By employing
archival standards that are familiar to non-native archivists, it suggests how
tapes and transcripts of oral accounts in their custody should be contemplated
and treated by them, based on the nature that such records appear to have in
their endemic juridical domains. The use of archival science as a framework for
this discussion is not meant to imply that this particular suite of ideas is
exempted from bias; certainly, it is difficult, if not impossible, to divest oneself
entirely of cultural "baggage," and this fact is acknowledged by the concept of
cultural relativism.
That said, it is now possible to be more specific about the subject of this
article. Using a diplomatic paradigm, the objective of the first part is to
illustrate how reliable oral archival documents and their probative counterparts
are generated and maintained by considering a contemporary example of their
expression and material confirmation during the traditional administration of
land ownership among the Coast Tsimshian, Gitanyow, Gitssan, Nisga'a, and
Southern Tsimshian nations of the North Coast of British Columbia.14 The
article then turns to the assertion of land ownership, which today involves the
Canadian state and its institutions. This process requires reliable records, which
have often been limited to those with Euro-Canadian forms or to those that have
been physically preserved by non-native archival institutions. To accornmodate this reality, many oral records have been fixed and deposited in Canadian
archives.15In many cases, however, the process of objectification assumes that
the only difference between oral and written records is materiality, and that
once this is achieved, oral records then conform to a Western prerequisite for
verifying truth; that is, they appear more trustworthy because they become
immutable and hence can be assumed genuine based on Western standards.
This assumption, however, reveals a fundamental tautology: aboriginal oral
traditions are not Western and, therefore, cannot be assessed for veracity based
on Western requirements for authenticity and reliability. Furthermore, as will
be shown, this thinking does not follow the precepts of archival theory, which
should guide archival method and practice. Therefore, since the first section of
this article deals with an example of how reliability-albeit from a diplomatic
perspective-is traditionally maintained within a specific aboriginal system,
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the second part discusses the nature of this reliability within the non-native
archival milieu and the circumstances in which this quality may be maintained,
diminished, or negated subsequent to the fixation of oral records to a material
base. It is at this point that the implications for the appraisal, selection,
acquisition, or reappraisal of such material will be considered.

Expressing Ownership: Administrative and Oral Documentary
Relationships16
In presenting an example of traditional aboriginal record-keeping within a
specific juridical context, the reader is cautioned: anthropologists have often
collectively referred to the Coast Tsimshian, Gitanyow, Gitxsan, Nisga'a, and
Southern Tsimshian nations of the North Coast of British Columbia as simply
the "Tsimshian" in order to convey the close linguistic and cultural relatedness
of these societies." It is a convenient label, but it glosses over appreciable
differences. Since these groups do not have a common name for themselves,
one is not invoked here. Nevertheless, the information drawn from the anthropological and ethnographic literature has been interpreted and presented as a
highly generalized model that is probably applicable to all five of these First
Nations, notwithstanding some variation in the spelling and pronunciation of
the aboriginal terms used to describe social phenomena.18 It is important,
however, to acknowledge the limitations of such a study: many of the sources
used for this article have been written by non-natives, and the problems
inherent in the assumptions and biases accompanying any world-view are
compounded by subsequent interpretations. This is a distillation, and perhaps
an oversimplification, of some of these perspectives, and it is bound to be
imperfect.
As defined by tribal laws, the feast or potlatch complex represents the central
socio-political institution among the First Nations on the North Coast of British
Columbia.19 The governing of land ownership occurs during the 'oix or "to
proclaim or make known" feast, wherein assuming a name, validating a crest,20
or erecting a totem pole may be considered juridical acts demonstrating land
tenure. The authority to produce such consequences is vested in the name
bestowed on a chief of a House or wilp?l a corporate group of people related
through their mothers-that is, a matrilineage-that owns, among other privileges, territory and its attending resources. The House is sovereign, its authority
devolving from the original maternal ancestors that had formed a connection to
the animals and hence the land. When the laws, territories, and resources are
administered properly by its chief, sovereignty is reaffirmed. Upon the death of
a chief, however, the authority to act for the House is not automatically
assumed by his successor: in the context of the 'oix feast, the new chief must
prove that he has the ability to govern the matrilineal territory by demonstrating
that he is a living manifestation-a reincarnation--of the original authority.22
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Anthropologist Antonia Mills has explained the Gitxsan view of reincarnation
this way:
[A]n individual's subconscious contains the memories of past lives, ultimately reaching
back to the time of the origin myths which situate the ancestors on the land. To the
Gitksan, reincarnation means the ancestors are themselves. In childhood the ancient
memories are re-awakened by the stimulus of returning to the same places and seeing the
same people. The land, passed on through the matrilines, contains all these memories.23

In other words, to express land ownership, the House chief must first show
that he is the keeper of the public memory. This is acquired not only through
rebirth, but also via the life-long training that he must undertake in anticipation
of his chieftain~hip.~~
Once authorized, the chief acts legally within the 'oix
feast as a sm'ooygit or "real person," and thus may be considered a "juridical
person."25 Similarly, most individuals who participate in the potlatch have a
ranked name to which is attached the competence to act under a specific
function.26 Since the juridical acts of juridical persons must be considered
transactions when performed within the 'oix feast, the dispositive documents
generated within such a context constitute the oral public records of land
ownership or ~ d a a w k As
. ~ ~part of the archives of a House-which, being
"invested with the sovereign power," is the only entity that has the right,
through a concept akin to the Roman jus archivi, to establish and perpetuate
the public memory in its jurisdiction-the adaawk are endowed with public
faith.28
It is possible to apply the concepts of diplomatics to adaawk, even though
they are not necessarily made manifest in a material form.29Considering the
administrative setting outlined above, a useful entry point into the documentary
context-and the only aspect discussed in this article-is an examination of the
persons concurring in the formation of an archival document, since these are
the elements "most tightly linked to juridical conceptions and systems."30The
chief of a House is essentially the writer of a d~cument,~'
being delegated to do
so by the highest authority-the matriliny-which serves as the author of both
the action and the documentation, given that these moments coincide during an
oratory. Insofar as the purpose of the transactions within the 'oix feast is
generally to reinforce the territorial rights of the House, the addressee of the act
and the document is the corporate matrilineage; thus, the author and addressee
are one in the same. Those present, usually chiefs of other Houses, serve as both
witnesses to the recorded transactions to validate their content and countersigners to validate the form of the presentation. Therefore, through the controlled procedures of creation, transmission, and preservation that are demanded
by the laws regulating the 'oix feast, the oral public records that are generated
therein via expressions of land ownership may be considered both authentic
and reliable and, by extension,
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Confirming Ownership: Traditional Material Manifestations
Totem Poles
Despite the wider perception that proof of land ownership transactions exists
only in spoken form, oral records of land ownership made during the 'oix feast
are confirmed by tangible archival documents known as totem poles ~ r ~ t s ' a a n . ~ ~
Based on the anthropological literature from the North Coast of British Columbia, these probative records may be viewed in one of two ways: 1) as single
archival documents, much like title-deeds;34or 2) as aggregates of their representations, in the same way that a cartulary is "a collection of title-deeds copied
into a register for greater security."35 The reasoning of an eleventh-century
cenobite in Worcester underscores the purpose of this second type:
I, Heming the monk, have composed this little book concerning the possessions of this

our monastery, so that it may be clear to our posterity which and how many possessions
in land pertain to the endowment of this monastery for the sustenance of the monks, the
servants of God; or rather which [possessions] ought by right [to be ours], although we
have been unjustly dispossessed of them by force and fraud.36
Further clarification may elucidate the distinction between the two perspectives. In the first case, registration proceeds orally as the expression of ownership during the feast, and the totem pole portrays a title-deed which is an
irrefutable "witness to the legally significant content"37 of the oral transaction.
Alternatively, the oral record may be perceived as the title-deed, and registration may be marked by the action of raising a totem pole; thus, in the second
instance, pts'aan would be transcriptions, through symbols, of the spoken
statements.
Whether conceptualized as an original or a "paraphrased" copy, the persons
concurring in the formation of the totem pole differ slightly from those
involved with the oral testimony. Although the author of the act and the
document remains the corporate matrilineage, the writer of the pts'aan is the
patriliny, and not the chief of the House. In the communities of the North Coast
of British Columbia, it is the jurisdiction of the wilksiw'itxw or "the fathersmas delegated by the matriliny-to obtain a red cedar tree and to write upon it the
information that confirms the land ownership of the House.38 The crest of the
patriliny often appears as a "signature" on the totem pole.39Moreover, while
the addressee of the act is still the matriliny, the addressee of the document is
"to all to whom these presents shall come," given that the pts'uun conveys
evidence of land ownership to anyone recognizing its symbolism. Finally, as
with oral records, the assembled House chiefs validate totemic representations.
Such a "display of crests," anthropologist Marjorie Halpin has observed,
can be considered the visual dimension of the potlatch: the visual celebration and
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con$mzation of the social order. The power of these visual statements was such that they
were not to be made during the course of ordinary day-to-day life. They were statements
to be made only in front of witnesses who could attest to their propriety.40

Having such rigid rules govern the creation of totem poles indicates their
importance as reliable records of land tenure; in fact, a House lacking pts'aan
signified that it was without territ~ry.~'
Thus, ensuring that these records
remain powerful statements of land ownership through time requires controlled procedures of preservation to confer such authenticity. According to the
early twentieth-century ethnographer Marius Barbeau, however, totem poles
stood for as many years as nature would permit, but were then destroyed after
they fell, either by decay or by use as fuel, and never replaced.42This contradicts anthropologist Wilson Duff, who observed that, at the end of its lifespan,
reportedly about two hundred years, a new pole was erected on the same
ground.43Co-requisite with this occurrence was another feast, which thereby
provided for an authentic copy of the of pts'aan that needed to be replaced.44
Accordingly, the reliability and hence evidential force of the original was
transferred to its successor.
Totem poles, then, functionally resemble, for instance, the legal archival
documents that would be found among the "archives treasure" of medieval
European a ~ t h o r i t i e sEndowed
.~~
with public faith, pts'aan reinforce the rights
and privileges of Houses as received from the original maternal ancestors and
maintained by their chiefs. The significance of this meaning, however, is lost
for those who believe that preservation is only attainable in sterile, climatecontrolled museums; it assumes that a totem pole is simply a work of art, an
end-product, or, worse yet, a relic of the past with no current administrative
relevance to its creators. Denied their context of creation and their place on the
land, pts'aan are effectively eviscerated of their archival nature and their
probatory power as proof of action. Within their endemic juridical systems, on
the other hand, totem poles are "instruments ... perfectly conceived for the
registration of acts of juridical significance through pre-determined formalities,"46 which confer upon these records the greatest authority and trustworthiness as evidence that, when carefully transmitted and preserved intact, may be
presumed truthful.
Rock and Tree "Art"

Other material documents may be considered candidates for records of land
ownership, but, stemming largely from their treatment as "art" in the ethnographic and anthropological literature, it has been difficult to ascertain whether
features such as petroglyphs, petrographs, dendroglyphs, and dendrographs are
recognized as legal confirmation of land title by First Nations on the North
Coast of British C ~ l u m b i aSome
. ~ ~ enthnological studies have indicated, however, that, in certain circumstances, such objects may pertain to land tenure,

particularly those that have been identified as delineating territ01-y.~~
Michael
Blackstock, in a recently completed thesis on "tree art," has, in part, supported
this interpretation: "Everyone knows each others boundaries and [Olive
Mulwain, a Gitxsan elder] says they are called 'Anliit'iisxw' (blazing mark or
post marking boundary of a t e r r i t ~ r y ) . "When
~ ~ those responsible for drawing
or carving the information are commissioned by the chiefs to "cornrnunicate
ownership of important trails or territory" that are recounted in oral recordsthe a d a a ~ k ~ ~ - t h e smaterial
e
objects may be considered to function in much
the same way as totem poles. Mary Johnson, a Gitxsan hereditary chief of the
House of Antgulilbix, has explained, through the retelling of an ancientadaawk,
the relationship between oral land records, dendroglyphs, and the feast system:
during a potlatch held long ago, the chiefs decided to compensate a murder
victim's house with territory that belonged to the offender's lineage, and
therefore along the adjusted boundary, a tree was incised with the matrilineal
crest of the land's new owners to manifest materially this authoritative agreement. Since it is important that such a reliable boundary marker endure "until
Blackstock thought it conceivable that "the image
the end of the
would be re-carved as the original tree carving rotted,"52 a practice that would
resemble the preservation of a disintegrating totem pole through its replacement with an authentic copy. Thus, if, as it seems, both the controlled making
and keeping of these material records are considered juridically consequential
as confirmation of a transaction-that is, their physical form is required as
evidence of the creation, maintenance, alteration, or termination of a legal
relationship between persons-it would allow them to be classified, like totem
poles, as probative archival documents of land tenure.53
Western customs that similarly demarcate land have been noted by, among
others, James O'Toole:
Records could ... serve ... legal purposes, including the determination of stable property
lines. In describing the complex geographical configuration of Asia Minor, Herodotus
noted a pillar, set up by Croesus (he of legendary wealth), "declaring in its inscription,
the boundary" between Phrygia and Lydia (7.30). Markers of this kind, not always
inscribed in such detail, have been used in many other times and places ....In the New
England states ...town boundary lines have been indicated since the seventeenth century
by an upright granite slab with the first initial of the two adjacent towns carved on
opposite sides.54

Assuming that the objects O'Toole describes may be considered reliable and
authentic means or residue of practical activities, such analogies between
European and aboriginal cultures are useful to indicate the universality of
communicating and maintaining "truthful7'information. But to arrive at a more
developed conceptualization of aboriginal graphic and glyphic forms-and,
for that matter, of all the public records of land ownership briefly outlined
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above-their representation by their creating communities is absolutely necessary to ensure that the dynamics of the social systems in which they arise are not
perpetually distorted by non-native interpretations. To illustrate, this article has
emphasized the secular, as opposed to the sacred, dimensions of the potlatch to
make it more amenable to European-derived archival ideas. Although the feast
complex, like any other governing system, simultaneously performs a multiplicity of practical functions, the potlatch is much more spiritually integrated
than its Western counterparts, and thus it and its records cannot be easily
deconstructed into discrete categories of activity without severe rnisrepresentation. It is important, therefore, that First Nations themselves continue to transmit and preserve their own records according to their rules. The implications
this has for maintaining their reliability as evidence of action+specially after
the fixation of oral accounts onto foreign media-is the subject of the next
section.

Asserting Ownership: Oral Records, Their Fixation,
and Archival Practice
Since European contact, the institutions of First Nations have been harshly
derogated by an imperious Euro-Canadian culture. Missionaries believed, for
instance, that the feast was the root of all iniquity and totem poles the symbols
of idolatry. At the exhortation of the clergy, an 1884 amendment to the Indian
Act effectively outlawed the feast:
Every Indian or other person who engages in or assists in celebrating the Indian festival
known as the "Potlatch"...is guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than six nor less than two months in any gaol or other place
of confinement; and any Indian or other person who encourages, directly or indirectly, an
Indian or Indians to get up such a festival ...,or to celebrate the same, or who shall assist
in the celebration of the same is guilty of a like offence, and shall be liable to the same
p~nishment.~~
This legislation-together with the incessant inculcation of aboriginal people with Christian doctrine and Eurocentric notions of "civilization"-precipitated the long absence of the totem pole. While potlatches continued to be held
illegally or in adapted, licit forms, a new juridical framework was forced upon
the autochthonous societies. Chief Joe Mathias of the Squamish Nation on the
southern coast of British Columbia has explained:
The band council system was introduced through the Indian Act and functioned on
European perceptions of what constituted proper government.It was a system ... that had
little meaning in Indian communities. Moreover, band councils were left with little or no
ability to control the destiny of Indian political affairs. The jurisdiction of band councils

was superficial. No substantive powers rested with these councils, and any decisions
made were subject to the ultimate approval of the Minister of Indian ~ f f a i r s . ~ ~

Thus, although the anti-potlatching law was repealed in 1951, the effects of
enacted acculturation have been and continue to be significant across Canada.
Among them, two means of records creation, transmission, and preservation
now exist among First Nations, one which satisfies their own traditional
juridical system and another that accommodates the juridical conceptions of
the Canadian state. To assert ownership over the land, however, aboriginal
communities must largely rely on the oral records created in both pre- and postcontact times that pertain to this tenure. This requirement for the pre-contact
period is clear enough: there were no written records. As for the post-contact
era, treaties, for example, have been made between the colonial or Canadian
administrations and First Nations, and while one party considers the written
form to represent the agreement entirely, the other party may not. Vine Deloria
Jr. has articulated the point: "If we have a piece of paper we can always go into
a court which accepts paper as symbolic of legal activities and that is the main
purpose of the document. But to suggest that a treaty is only valid if it meets the
white man's criterion is silly."57 Indeed, the facts embodied by such a written
treaty may be very different from the facts contained within the oral records
that a First Nation has of the agreement; in other terms, the facts and the forms
are being considered by two very different juridical systems.58
It is evident that the nuances of "fact" in this sense are unlikely to be
entertained by the positivistic constrictions of the courts, which automatically
default to Western law. There are indications, however, that a negotiatory
setting may offer a more pluralistic understanding of records and the facts to
which they relate. In April 1996, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northem Development (DIAND), contrary to their own written evidence, conceded
to an assertion of land ownership by the Nak'azdli Band of northern British
Columbia, based on the oral records maintained by three elders.59In reaching
this decision, DIAND essentially acknowledged that, as prescribed by the
Nak'azdli, the accounts were created and have been maintained by controlled
procedures, they are considered complete, and those recreating the recordsthe elders-have the competence to do so. This "recreation" is, in a sense,
analogous to data migration across platforms: a new record is created by virtue
of new metadata. The authentication of migrated information is achieved by
ensuring that the old metadata are captured and maintained in the new record.
Likewise, a controlled chain of transmission of oral records is important to their
authenticity in aboriginal communities, such as the Nak'azdli and the First
Nations of the British Columbia North Coast.
Being an authoritative and accurate source of records is considered one of the
most important social assets in some communities. Among the Dene Tha of
northwestern Alberta, for instance, speakers of firsthand oral accounts will use
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phrases like "I saw," "I heard," or "I know." In the case of a secondhand report,
"[ilt is not uncommon for a Dene Tha speaker to conclude with an expression
such as inla ghedih sehdih, edu edahdi, edu sia'n edahdi, 'this is what they said
he told me, I do not know, I myself do not know."'60 The distinction serves to
highlight that, to be considered reliable evidence, the "knowledge" must be
obtained firsthand and, when further transmitted, authenticated by naming the
people from whom the knowledge came. To claim to know more than one has
been told directly risks one's trustworthiness as an intermediary "between the
" ~ ~ underscores the
original speaker long ago and a contemporary a ~ d i e n c e . This
continuing importance of oral transmission in many First Nations, and indicates
why some elders are unwilling to be recorded.62Indeed, control over the appropriate transmission and preservation can be lost once tapes or transcriptions are
made. Many elders understand, though, the need for the younger generations to
have these accounts in some form. Nevertheless, maintaining the reliability of
oral records through time becomes an issue when spoken words become things.
It is true that the physical fixation of oral archival documents onto alien
media (as opposed to totem poles, rocks, or living trees) revokes their archival
nature, that is, the whole of the characteristics of authenticity, impartiality,
interrelatedness, naturalness, and uniqueness with which archival documents
are endowed by the circumstances of their creation and which are therefore
natural to them. Treated as independent things, oral accounts may be disembodied from their appropriate arena of transmission and preservation, their
interrelationships could be endangered, and their uniqueness-in-context may
be abandoned. In short, as autonomous objects, such fixed accounts may be
rendered and remain inauthentic and unreliable: they are no longer what they
purport to be because they are no longer dynamic orally transmitted records;
they can, as transportable items, be readily removed from their appropriate
context of use; their authors' reliability may not be ascertainable; and the
completeness of their form, which is required, to some degree, by the originary
juridical system to confer trustworthiness to them, may not be assessable.
In many ways, the objectification of oral memory is equivalent to keeping
electronic memory without metadata and archival description: neither is selfvalidating nor self-explanatory. In addition to the speakers, "the
settings,...audience, and reasons for telling the stories need to be known."63But
since oral records are "ongoing cultural conver~ations"~~-thatis, they are not
just viewed as detailing circumscribable, discrete events in time-it is impossible entirely to describe their conditioning elements on a physical medium.
Preserving words stripped of context, therefore, only ensures that the information content of the oral records is maintained, leaving the resulting "naked"
documents vulnerable to misuse by positivistic approaches that "search for socalled original, authentic, or accurate accounts,"65in order to determine "what
really happened." Historical constructions,just like authenticity and reliability,
cannot be assumed to be established in the same way by all cultures. As
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anthropologist Julie Cruikshank has emphasized, "the idea of recording oral
accounts to store in archives for future analysis ignores the way their social
meaning is linked to how they are actually used to discuss contemporary
events."66 Thus, despite their retrospective character, oral records never become "non-current" and thereby do not conform to the holdings of archival
institutions that have been established since the French Revolution. Rather, oral
traditions bear a closer resemblance to the record-keeping practices of the
chanceries of Europe prior to the end of the eighteenth century, whereby only
those records that remained administratively relevant were preserved through
their inclusion in registries, while the originals and those considered obsolete
were destroyed. This activity has been described as incidental appraisal for
election?^ yet when oral records are not maintained, memoria hominum labilis
-the fallibility of human memory-is often blamed by individuals raised with
the rhetoric of the written tradition.68 Far more compelling, however, is the
submission that there is no society that willingly forgets or destroys the
evidence needed for self-continuance, and that each of them responds in the
way it must to ensure that what is required for indisputable proof or future
decision-making is remembered and transmitted.
Therefore, considerably misinformed, though perhaps well-intentioned, are
statements like the one submitted by William Moss, who has asserted that the
"most important use of oral tradition ... lies in documenting societies without
written records ...[which] [i]n many cases ... may be the chief way ... the
society's past may be reconstructed and recorded for future research."69Whereas
this use might be the most significant for some-and, arguably, for non-natives
in particular-it is unlikely that aboriginal people wish to have their oral
traditions materialized specifically for these purposes; rather, it is infinitely
more probable that this is done to preserve,for themselves, the knowledge they
still require. Accordingly, information about who has commissioned the taping
or transcribing is critical. Often, the impetus to fix oral traditions physically has
not originated in the communities, in which instance it is not the oral records of
a First Nation that are actually documented, but the activities and agenda of the
initiators, such as anthropologists or archivists. In this case, it is they who are
the records' creators, which means that the material manifestations of what was
said to them become part of their fonds. Although the resulting documents
contain the traditions of aboriginal people, unless the anthropologist or archivist is workingfor them, they do not, in a strict archival sense, form part of their
records.70This is not to suggest that such material is of little worth; on the
contrary, if the connections between these documents and the other records of
the creator are maintained, they remain a vital, supporting part of what is
required to provide evidence of the creator's actions. They cannot, however, be
treated in isolation. A serious problem arises if tapes and transcripts of oral
accounts are never situated within, or are removed from, this context and made
into collections that purport to be aggregations of oral records. Quite simply,
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they are not what they purport to be, and they are, therefore, inauthentic.
Considering the observations that have been made above concerning the
archival nature of authentic oral records, it is perhaps this type of misrepresentation of their material manifestations that has provoked criticism of archival
endeavours relating to them and hence the entire issue of the right of dominion
over them.71
Indeed, it cannot be overlooked that these documents contain accounts that
form, in part, the intellectual and cultural property of First Nations, which
raises both ethical and legal questions. Archivists, like their counterparts are
having to do in museums, should be rethinking these objects of ethnographic
c ~ l l e c t i o nincluding
,~~
any mandates, real or perceived, to acquire this material.
This is not to imply that these issues have been heretofore completely ignored
by the archival community. Nearly two decades ago, the American Archivist
published an article by William Hagan entitled "Archival Captive - The
American Indian," which was succinctly summarized by the author's observation that "[tlo be an Indian is having non-Indians control the documents from
which other non-Indians write their version of your history."73 Merata Mita, a
Maori filmmaker, elaborated on this point during a symposium organized by
the National Archives of Canada in 1990:
Too often, the collection becomes a process of selecting and arranging my ancestors
images to validate what is occurring, what the latest train of modem thought is in various
academic fields of anthropology, history, sociology and so on. To take it further, the
collecting, selecting and arranging of preserved material assumes the cultural dominance
that the archive in question ... represents. The institution and not the living members of
the family or tribe makes the decision according to its own particular cultural values,
what it thinks will be the most important and appropriate. This leads to what has
unfortunately become a norm where indigenous culture is mythologized and becomes
another vehicle of cultural oppression alienated from genuine indigenous e ~ p e r i e n c e . ~ ~

Mita, of course, did not suggest that this has occurred in every instance, but,
regrettably, too many First Nations have witnessed the process she outlines.
Her thoughts are equally applicable to some of the sound recordings and paper
transcripts of aboriginal oral accounts that have been garnered by "media
missionaries"-as MCtis filmmaker Loretta Todd has called them75-"dedicated to the goal of self-consciously documenting society."76 Notwithstanding
the anti-archival theory labels attached to such undoubtedly well-meant efforts,
from a methodological position, the linkages that these oral documents may
have had with other oral records cannot be assessed by archivists who are
unfamiliar with the people who uttered them and the juridical systems in which
they were conditioned. Thoroughly the opposite, they can only be authenticated by those who know, for example, from whom the oral account might have
come, if that person had the authority to speak on the topic, and whether the

information was conveyed in the correct way and in the correct context. But it
is equally important that the knowledge contained within such accounts remains vital through its appropriate appreciation. Again, Mita has eloquently
put this into perspective:
Material divorced from the people loses its value, the people keep it alive....We want our
treasures to be handled with the right respect. We want to decide where and when they
can be seen and who is to see them. We want to say how they should be
screened....Indigenous culture is not simply a remnant of the past, it is a living force with
its own momentum and dynamism....Screening our images is seeing and recognizing the
process of retrieving and restoring our history, our heritage, our pride, our consciousness
and our identity. It is essential therefore, that they be protected and treated with the
respect they deserve. And only we, the living family of those subjects, can absolutely
guarantee that.77
Recalling that oral accounts are perpetually "current," the transfer of control
over tapes and transcripts to First Nations would provide an opportunity for
these materials to participate fully in the present social context and would allow
interrelationships to be formed between them and the other records of the
community to which they relate. It is in this way that their meaning and
importance as reliable evidence of aboriginal experiences may be rejuvenated,
since it is unlikely that the communities would incorporate untrustworthy
accounts into their practical activities. Furthermore, whether these fixed documents are employed to assist traditional transactional procedures that result in
the creation of more oral records-within the potlatch, for example--or to aid
in the decision-making of a band council that generates written records, they
develop a bond with the archival documents and records that are created as a
means or residue of these pursuits, and thus they become records themselves.
Given these circumstances, such material could be considered similar to the
radio drama scripts, radio drama programme recordings, and television news
programme recordings of a broadcast station, which, Janice Simpson has noted,
"fully participate in administrative procedures, and are interrelated with typical
transactional documents; thus, their individual nature is subsumed by the
nature of the aggregation of which they are part, and they come to share the
same function accomplished by the archival documents contained in the same
Archivally speaking, this is an important consideration for First Nations in
maintaining the reliability of oral records once they have been fixed to various
media. Because aboriginal cultures have been and continue to be oppressed,
thereby frequently preventing the transmission of many records by traditional
methods, essential knowledge held by aging elders has in numerous cases
become vulnerable to the passage of time.79Community-initiated "oral history"
projects have been conducted by members of some First Nations to ensure that
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their collective evidence of action will be properly integrated--either by oral or
material transmission-into future decision-making and therefore preserved.
Shoring up these activities are community records management and archival
programmes that are bridging the gap between oral and material-based systems
and thereby helping to maintain the entire reliable memory of the people, by the
people, for the people.80 If, however, these tapes or transcripts are "sold or
accumulated as single items, they lose their archival nature and acquire that of
autonomous 'products,' rather than 'means"'81 of, for example, traditional
governing activity, as the links to their administrative and documentary context
have been severed. Consequently, aboriginal oral accounts that are maintained
as collections in archives are simply documentary products, not aggregations of
records. But when integrated, through their use, with the archival means and
residue of the First Nations to which they pertain, these tapes and transcripts
become "archival material that can be diplomatically analyzed in itself and in
its relationship with its creator, its activities, and its other documentary outProviding for such a situation is, therefore, from an archival outlook,
critical to aboriginal communities in ensuring that fixed accounts remain
reliable and that the integrity of the whole of their evidence is protected.
As a result, the channels of communication should be opened to consult with
First Nations about their opinions on the importance of collaboration to the
representation of oral accounts and even the repatriation of such cultural
property to their communities from often distant archival institutions. The
development of policies, protocols, and relationships between archivists and
First Nations would then enable "Canadian society and the common heritage of
mankind," Cynthia Callison, a member of the Tahltan Nation of northwestern
British Columbia, explains,to "benefit from access to, and knowledge of,...intact
aboriginal narrative^."^^ Clearly, it is only the communities that can evaluate
their own records for reliability and authenticity by their knowledge of the rules
and the people who created and maintained them prior to their materialization
-the provenancial relationships-and by understanding the complexities of
and between the records themselves-the documentary relationships. This topdown, bottom-up analysis "is critical in order to ensure that the documents
brought into archival custody actually reflect-accurately and meaningfullythe functions, activities, transactions and rules of procedure that shaped their
formation; in other words, that they do what they are supposed to do."84 In the
interests of protecting the integrity of such evidence of action-an archival
duty entrenched in the Association of Canadian Archivists Code of Ethicsrespect des fonds is a principle that should be upheld. Whether this is achieved
through the maintenance of these materials in non-native archival institutions
in collaboration with their creating communities or by their repatriation is a
determination to made in negotiation with individual First Nations. Both
approaches have been advocated in the Australian archival sphere.85It would
seem, however, that the return of cultural patrimony should be the long-term
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goal in all cases. Even with other types of records, large and centralized
archives, like museums, are struggling with the "problem of context, of sitespecific authenticity, of materials...remaining in the locality of creation"s6otherwise known as the principle of territoriality. Therefore, as a remedy, the
Ontario Heritage Foundation has recommended "[tlhe establishment of local
and regional archival facilities to allow for the maintenance of archival materials within their geographic context."87This is a sound recommendation.
By heeding such advice-and thereby facilitating the assessment of aboriginal oral accounts according to their endemic juridical requirements-archivists, simply by upholding their own principles, might help to correct assumptions that underlie misguided ideas about "universally" reliable records and
catholic methodologies for reconstructing history or "the" truth. Archivesoral or material-have traditionally functioned not to satisfy retrospective
curiosity on any and every subject but to preserve evidence of action in specific
juridical domains. All archivists, therefore, must limit themselves to what they
can achieve; that is, to establish and assure the provenance and custodial history
of their holdings in order that the records' authenticity-as this is conceived in
a particular juridical context-may be presumed and henceforth guaranteed. In
this way, keepers of this evidence of action hold the public faith in their
respective societies, and therefore all archivists should employ culturally appropriate procedures in order to maintain that trust. Since aboriginal oral
traditions are neither Western nor "non-current," their physical manifestations
should not, in the interests of public faith, be promoted by non-native archives
as representing entities that, like written records, can be used for historical
research to satisfy Western world-views and values. They should be appreciated and respected for what they are and for what they mean to the people to
whom they belong, and this is why the knowledge of the communities is so
critical to ensuring that tapes and transcripts of oral accounts are preserved in
an appropriate manner.
Terry Cook has recently faulted "classic European archival theory" for
viewing oral traditions as "suspect" or unreliable, leading him to ask the
question: "[Wlithout oral history sources...how can we end the cultural appropriation of aboriginal life caused by the exclusive preservation of records
created by Euro-Canadian~?"~The short answer: by letting First Nations
continue to create, transmit, preserve, and thus represent their records how they
wish, as do all other nations. Traditional "European" archival theory, by
contextualizing the records of societies and thereby allowing self-evidence to
be defined in each particular case, actually supports this prerogative-as Cook
surely does-and therefore it should fundamentally guide the methodological
principle of respect des fonds in the appraisal, selection, acquisition, or reappraisal of material. As argued here, it is, in fact, the largely non-European
archival practice of collecting-and occasionally actively documentingaboriginal oral accounts in an effort to form "representative" holdings that
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often ignores this principle, and if their contextualization, as undertaken by
aboriginal people, is not achieved or is not possible, such items remain inauthentic
and unreliable instruments with no force of proof for anyone's purposes. As
such, it is conceivable that investigations by courts and treaty commissions into
the rights and privileges of First Nations, which frequently utilize archival
sources in the course of their proceedings, could be negatively affected.
Although this undoubtedly is not the intention of those who collect or document spoken words, the potential for misunderstanding makes it worthwhile for
archivists to use caution when dealing with fixed versions of oral accounts.
Much of the disenfranchisement of aboriginal people that has occurred is due,
in part, to the Eurocentric idea of the superiority of static objectified records
over dynamic oral testimony as proof for establishing "fact" or attaining
absolute notions of "truth." But it should be remembered that contingencies
always exist: every society has rules to which the facts of its records relate and,
in turn, whose facts form the basis of its truths. As Heather MacNeil has
advised:
[Tlhe truthfulness of our truths if you will ... is necessarily constrained by the limitations
of our individual perspectives: our truths are, at best, partial ones. We need for that
reason to listen, attentively and tolerantly, to other, alternative, truths and as far as
possible work toward their mutual reconciliation. Such attentiveness and tolerance will
only enrich archival discourse, opening doors and windows for further exploration and
transfo~mations.~~
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